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Abstract 
The fiisc generation of nuclear power scacions have individual reactors 
each incorporating complete facilities for servicing components and 
refuelling. In the lacer designs, each power scacion has cwo reactors 
which are connecced by a central block. This central block concains 
one sec of facilicies co service boch reactors, buc co improve che scacion 
capability, some of chese are co be replicaced. 
The central block incorporates a hoist well which was used during 
construction for the accessing of complete components. On completion 
of this work, the physical size of the hoist well is such as to permit 
che incorporation of addition ;1 facilicies if these are shown to be 
operationally and economicall) desirable. Since a number of years of 
power operation has elapsed, the advancages of back-fitting to existing 
fuel-handling facilities has been illustrated. 

Since che mechanical arrrangemencs and operacing procedures are 
substantially similar for boch the original and new handling facilities, 
the paper will illustrate the control systecs provided for each. 

The configuration of the system is arranged to have cwo channels of 
control which complies with che current standard requirements in the 
United Kingdom. These requirements are more stringent than when che 
existing facilicy was designed and constructed, as described in che 
relevanc sections of che paper. The new sysCem has been designed and 
is being uaiiutactured Co comply wich che General Electricity Generating 
Board standard for nuclear fuel route interlock and concrol syscents. 



|gg I Introduction 

The existing discharge fuel route for the two advanced gas 
cooled reactors at Hinkley Point 'B' Power Station comprises 
a series of individual 'in-line' facilities common to both 
reactors. The breakdown, or outage or any will affect the total 
refuelling capability hence, the length of time before such a 
breakdown or outage affects the refuelling rate will be very short. 

Based on operational experience to date ic is estimated that a 
major outage on the fuel dismantling facility will be required at 
approximately seven year intervals throughout the life of the power 
station. This is to enable Che replacement of non-mecallic components 
which are expected to deteriorate in service due to the high levels 
of irradiation within this facility. 

The facility, known as Che irradiaced fuel dismantling cell, has 
operaced satisfactorily since the station was commissioned in the 
1970's, buc because of the implications seated above, a new fuel 
dismantling and other 'in-line' facilities have been or are being 
constructed. 

One of the facilities at present under construction is known as the 
scringer dismantling cell, and this cell will be capable of performing 
roucine dismantling of fuel scringers and will supplement the 
existing irradiaced fuel dismantling cell. 

This cell, although being construcced on similar lines Co Che exiscing 
facility has one major difference, and chac is Che introduction of 
programmable logic controllers Co perform Che c ncrol and incerlock 
funccions. On the exiscing facilicy these functions are carried ouc 
by electro-magnecic relay logic. 

The control and interlock syscea is based on a CenCral Eleccricicy 
Generating Board Generation Development and Construction. Division 
scandard encicled "Principles of Nuclear Fuel Route Interlock and 
Control Systems". This standard has been updated (1980) to cake inco 
account the use of programmable logic controllers. The standard has 
been produced to eusure that safecy and reliability are given paramount 
consideration in the design of all nuclear fuel rouce concrol systems, 
and outlines essential design parameters to achieve the minimum desired 
integrity of the control systems. 

The above stated standard specifies that the design of interlocks shall 
incorporate the level of diversity and/or redundancy necessary to meet 
the required integrity(s). 

As a guide, a system of interlocks raced as ' iass B must provide a 
minimus integrity equal to 10~* failures per annum and to protect 
against the following stated hazards:-

(i) severe damage to fuel or plant which can be repaired but 
would result in plane shut-down for a long period. 

(ii) release of radioactive material likely to lead to doses off-site 
greater than 1/100 ERL. 

(iii) A release of coolant which cannot be isolated and/or 
could cause temperature and toxicity hazards. 

(iv) High radiation dose race likely to lead co a radiation 
exposure above Che annual limit. 

The new facility is being constructed in what was the old hoist 
well of the services block which interconneccs the two reactors. 
(A new hoist well has been constructed for operational purposes). 
The original hoist well is of a size chat, during che inicial 
conscruccion of che Power Station, large permanent plane items 
were introduced as complece assemblies, tience, there is adequate 
space co construct the new facility wichouc any interruption to 
normal operation of any of the existing plant. 

There are however, three existing plant items that will connect 
with the new facility, either electrically or mechanically - the 
fuelling machine; gas blowdown plane; irradiaced fuel cooling 
scorage pond. Therefore, che back-fitting at these planes can, 
by careful preparacion of the interfaces, be implemented during 
a very short time-scale. 

2 Existing Facility 

(i) Ceneral 

An irradiated fuel assembly, Fig 1, can be removed from 
the reaccor by che fuelling machine whilsc che laecer 
continues co operaCe. This means chat the machine 
contains carbon dioxide it pressure (design value 685 psig) 
and temperature (design value 2S0°C). Initially, the 
assembly is placed in a pressurised decay scorage cube 
and Chence, after a suitable period to the unpressurisad 
facility. Fig 2. 

(ii) Operation 

The fac i l i ty , Fig 2, is provided for the following operations 

(a) dismantling of the irradiated fuel assembly. 

(b) discharging che individual fuel elements inco 
che scorage pond prior co despatch to the reprocessing 
plane. 

(c) changing one, or more individual fuel elements in Che 
evenc of failure, and che subsequent re-assembly prior 
to restoration in the reaccor. 



(<i) disposal ot contaminated components tram an assembly 
into a debris vault. 

The facility consists of three separate shielded rooms 
arranged vertically; hoist room, upper and lower cells, and 
the irradiated Cue I assembly is lowered into it by the fuelling 
machine. All the operations to be performed inside the cell 
are initiated from the adjacent control room and are viewed 
through the shielded window. The individual components ot the 
stringer are dismantled by grabs and manipulators, and 
discharged via tubes to the storage pond or debris vault. 
However, the plug unit is detached from the assembly by 
disconnection of the tie rod, this latter being ultimately 
disposed ot by cutting into small pieces and depositing in 
the debris vault; the plug unit being transferred to a 
separate facility for further use with new fuel attached. 

(iii) Control system 

The individual control stations for the operations to be 
carried out at the facility are each associated wi '>; the 
fuelling machine; the hoist room; the filter root, id the 
actual control d^sk. In addition, the desk incori ..aces 
the functioning of both the electrical and mechanical control 
stacions which are installed adjacent to the viewing window. 

The principal control station for the required functions is 
the desk mounted outside the upper cell, and this has over 
one hundred devices for initiating and controlling the 
operations, indicating the state of the equipment, displaying 
alarms and annunciating protection systems. It is organised 
into the four principal functions that are required for the 
complete operations to be carried out in the facility; fuel coaling; 
fuelling machine; actual dismantling of the assembly; disposal 
ot components. 

It is apparent that there must, of necessity be a large 
amount of inter-communication between the individual control 
stations whilst inserting and withdrawing a fuel assembly and 
during the actual dismantling procedure. Also, a considerable 
number of protective devices are fitted to safeguard personnel 
and the equipment in the event of either electrical or mechanical 
failure. The interlocks are categorised according to their 
function, for example: protection of personnel: control of the 
loading and unloading of an assembly; prevention of damage to 
equipment: ensuring the correct routing of disposable items. 
To achieve a high level of reliability whilst at the same 
time maintaining equipment availability, many devices are 
replicated. 

A H the control, indication, interlocking and alarm functions 
are performed using electro-magnetic relays and contactors, 

and a typical cubicle arrangement is shown in Fig 5. For this 
existing system there are approximately fifty-six individual 
operations that can be performed in the facility. These 
operations vary in complexity from single steps up Co a 
maximum of ninety, and totalling nearly seventeen hundred 
overall. 

The control system shown in fig 5 is a composite contactor 
and relay panel which is wired to achieve the required concrol 
functions specified for the existing facility. 

The concrol format is a hard wired system which by definition 
means interconnecting tha plant mounted switches to achieve 
some of the interlocking requirements actually on the plant 
as well as interconnecting relay contacts to provide the 
remainder of the interlocks which are required for the system 
controlling the plant. 

The relays and contactors are assemblied into a custom made 
cubicle containing all the necessary isolators, fuses and 
terminals and arranged for wall mounting. (This arrangement 
was dictated by the structure and layout of the cell). 

The facility is designed foe operation as a single channel 
control and interlocking system, which means essentially one 
switch and one controlling feature for each of the control 
requirements. This being the level of integrity and reliability 
required at the time of design and manufacture. 

The control system is designed on the then prevailing fail-safe 
philosophy which demanded normally closed contacts going open to 
stop drives or motions, and normally open contacts closing, 
to provide a signal for interlocking purposes or indication 
of a position being reached. 

The facility and its control system is still fully functional 
and has operated without major repair or modification since 
installation, apart from specified routine inspection and 
maintenance procedures. 

i New Facility 

(i) General 

To avoid having to shutdown the complete power station in the 
event of major remedial work being necessary on the existing 
facility a completely new facility is to be provided. Functionally 
this new facility is similar but quite separate to that already 
in existence and for various reasons, the design has evolved 
in a different manner. The facility consists of upper and lower 
cells, as shown in Figs 3 and 4, the control equipment being 
situated in che areas of the manipulators outside the shielded 



viewing windows. Since cue original dismantling facility was 
designed some fifteen years ago, advances in technology and 
changes in the specifications for interlock and protective 
circuitry have been incorporated into the design of the new 
facility and its associated equipment. 

As described in section 2 (iii) of this paper, the original 
facility's control system is composed of a large number of 
electro-magnetic relays and contactors. With the development of 
reliable programmable logic controllers it is intended that 
these devices will be used to supervise and control all the 
individual operations and steps necessary to perform the 
functions listed in section 2 (ii). Since a programmable 
controller is physically smaller than the equivalent relay 
system this is, in the context of the new dismantling facility 
a considerable advantage, since space is restricted. 

Control Philosophy 

(a) General 

The complete system consists of the programmable logic 
controllers, motor control centres, motors, actuators, 
control devices, sensors, limit switches, alarms and 
indicators, control desks and interface equipment; generally 
as shown iu Fig 7, 

The principal operator interfaces with the programmable 
controllers are the push-buttons and plant status/alarm 
indicators in the upper and lower cell control areas and in 
existing items oi plant in the power station, namely the 
fuelling machine, reactor coolant gas blowdown plant, and the 
inlets to the storage pond and debris vault. 

(b) Programmable logic controllers (p.l.c's) 

In general, the normal sequence of operations will be supervised 
and regulated by two identical p.l.c's operating in parallel, 
and two additional p.l.c's are used to control the cooling 
system. The p.l.c's are of modular construction and incorporate 
facilities for entering, storing and executing pre-determined 
sequence programs tor the plant operation. However, to provide 
reliable interlock routes the p.l.c's will operate independently, 
each incorporating the required number and types of inputs 
(analogue and digital) and outputs. All the plant sensors and 
actuators will provide inputs to the p.l.c's, and those sensors 
associated with a particular drive mechanism which has been 
duplicated will provide a separate, but identical form of input 
to each of the p.l.c's. Since the p.l.c's have identical programs 
for each function, both of the activating outputs will be 
presented simultaneously, subject only to transition times. The 
system is arranged so that parity checking takes place on each 

individual input and the interlock voting between dual outputs. 
Also, operational checking between each p.l.c is provided by 
connecting the final output drive signals front each p.l.c. into 
ports on the complementary p.l.c. The complete p.l.c. system 
will annunciate alarms and disable outputs in the event of the 
following faults occurring; 

an unauthorised post-commissioning program change,or 
loss of power supply. 

Because of the form of" operation of the dismantline facility it 
is necessary to provide remote and analogue input/output features 
and to have the capability for handling arithmetic functions. 

The actual physical arrangement of the p.l.c system is a 
processor cubicle containing the two p.l.c's and local input/ 
output bases, generally as shown in Fig 6, with two remote 
input/output cubicles elsewhere, along with remote bases in 
the motor control centre and the upper and lower cell control 
panels. 

The p.l.c's will operate from a 110V, SO Hi supply; the 
inputs will, in general operate at 48V d.c. as will the 
outputs to indicators, whilst the outputs to contactors 
and solenoid valves will operate at 110V a.c. 

Each p.l.c system is provided with plug-in facilities for 
the connection of a portable visual display unit to assist 
in the diagnosis of faults, maintenance and programming 
purposes. The keyboard on the display unit is fitted 
with a temporary removable overlay for maintenance or 
re-programming operations. Once a securicy key is removed 
from the p.l.c., the mode of operation is unalterable; this 
security is in the form of passwords which are attached to 
the programming mode. A maintenance node of operation is 
incorporated in each p.l.c. system rfhich is completely 
independent of normal operations and has restricted access. 

The sequence of the controls, for the operations in the 
facility are governed by electrical interlock circuits derived 
from the individual plant items. Two types of interlock are 
used, and defined as:-

sequence interlocks which relate to the condition 
of the facility prior to activating a drive or other 
function. 

drive interlocks which relate to the condition of a 
particular drive, or function, prior to it being 
activated. 



A considerable amount of effort has been expended in 
ptouucing lu^h quality software tor the p.l.c's. Following 
Che compilation of the schedule of operations, flow charts 
have been prepared tor each or the routines to be petorxned 
in che facility, finally, using these flow charts, ladder 
diagrams have been produced, and at all stages cross- checking 
has taken place by personnel not involved with the preparation 
01 any of che foregoing documentation. 

As stated in section -i(iii) of this paper, chere are nearly 
seventeen hundred individual steps that can be performed in 
the facility, therefore ic is apparent that che use of p.l.c's 
has considerably simplified che overall physical arrangemencs 
in the new facility. 

(c) Motor control centres 

Foe the complcce operation of the facility the control centres 
contain the starters for all the necessary drives and actuators. 
In general, all the starters consist of fuse-switches and two 
separate pairs of reversing contactors, these latter being installed 
in separate comparcuieucs. The cencres also contain remote input/ 
outpuc bases associated with che p.l.c's. For maintenance purposes 
the starters and valve solenoids are each capable of manual 
operation and is independent of the normal operating sequence. 

(d) Control desks 

Both the upper and lower control desks are situated in front of 
t h t shielded viewing windows at their respective levels in che 
facilicy. 

The following functions are provided on each: 

upper control desk 
37 control functions 
24 visual indications 
8 visual alarms 

lower control desk 
5 control functions 
13 visual indications 

(e) Control syscem 

The new facilicy control system is microprocessor based, and 
in accordance with the specified requirements for the plant 
is arranged as a two channel system. Each channel consiscs 
of a main processor plus remote input/output bases with two 
signal sources for each defined function; and this is a hieved as 
follows. 

The system configuration, namely two channels of control, is 
arranged to comply with currenc UK standards. These are wore 
scringenc since che existing facility was built, hence chu 
requirement now for two channels. 

The system has been designed co meec che incerlocking require
ments of the user specification number 0DCD194 with the particular 
hazard incegricy conforming co che present requirements, rumely 
Cacegory ' B". 

Each processor has a signal inpuc counc of approximately two 
hundred and fifcy (250), plus five (5) analogue inpuc signals 
and an oucpuc counc of approximately eighty (80) plus one (I) 
analogue oucpuc module. 

There are a further fifty six (36) inpucs and ninety six (96) 
oucpucs plus chree (i) analogue oucpuc modules for che control 
desks. 

The majority of input modules are 48v dc wich che exception of 
chose for particular applications such as 15v dc for che encoders 
and 4 - 20 mA or 0- lOv for analogue signals. 

The oucpuc modules provide for outputs of H O v ac, 48v dc TTL 
and analogue. In addition co these, che syscem provides WORD 
inpuc and oucpuc modules which consist of eight lines multiplexed, 
these operate ac TTL levels (five (5) voles dc) and are used 
for communication becween che two main processors. 

Typical 48v dc inputs are from plant operated switches and other 
voltage free conCacc signalling devices and ISv dc input modules 
are for use wich encoder cype inputs. Analogue inpucs are sourced 
from another processor and are used for mechanical equipmenc 
posicion informacioo, also analogue inpuCs from Che load monitoring 
devices in various pares of che facilicy are provided. 

Oucpucs ac 48v dc are used for alarms, indication, small dc 
solenoids and interface relays whilst the UOv ac oucpucs energise 
final drive concaccors. TTL oucpucs are for LED displays 
wich analogue outputs being used for analogue cype meters and/or 
indicators and also for an operational speed control feature 
for the main platform drive. 

The processor user memory is programmed using a VPU (Video 
Programming Unit) which provides programming function keys 
together with a visual display giving the operator prompt 
messages as well as the system software configuration. The 
application sofeware is initially loaded in baccery backed 
RAM to enable it to be verified and/or modified during works 
tests on the equipment and the possible changes during che 
subsequent site commissioning. The final applications program 



in RAM is then transferred to EPROM which is the final format 
used during the active operations of the facility. This 
particular arrangement gives a uon-volatile memory and is 
unalterable by the operator. l'hus the program can only be 
modified by special equipment and authorised personnel. During 
the operation of loading to EPROM the program is also loaded 
to tape or floppy disk for storage if required. 

The programming unit (VPU) can be used during commissioning to 
monitor program events in real time. The individual signal 
operations are displayed on the VPU and this information can be 
used to aid fault fiuding. 

Within the controller suite the interlock requirements of both 
channels are kept separate by using separate processors and 
separate programs. This is necessary as the integrity of a 
single processor is not sufficiently high to allow that processor 
to control both channels. 

The processors are programmed to carry out system response; to 
monitor that within a time window the drive output correctly 
responds to the processor output signal, and further checks that 
the drive has achieved its objective within a pre-determined 
time. 

Programs within the processors are sub-divided into:-

operating routines, which drive outputs and contain the 
interlocks. 
sequence routines, which supervise and schedule the operating 
routines. 
checking routines, which test the conditions of inputs and outputs. 
alarm routines, which monitor and display fault conditions. 

The system uses diverse sensors wherever practicable to achieve 
the required interlock integrity: Where it is not practicable to 
use diverse sensors, simple redundancy with high integrity actuation 
is used to achieve the required level. All sensors are wired into 
the processors as changeover contacts to enable a regular complement 
check co be executed on each thus providing a check and confirmation 
of the satisfactory operation of that particular sensor. The 
processors will also carry out a parity check on all multi-channel 
inputs and outputs. The sensors connected to the processors will 
switch the +48v dc, sourced from within the controller suite. 

The class of interlock is then achieved by using two 
channels of input sensor and drive outputs. 

All sensor permissive signals connected into the processors 
are at a logic I level and all permissive signals transmitted 

by the processors to other equipment, or to separate parts 
of the same equipment which are external to the processor, 
are also at a logic I level. 

The remote input/output bases are plant mounted, that is, 
in the control desks; motor control centre; local to groups 
of plant sensors. As the remote input/output bases use a 
serial link communication to the main processor this enables 
a reduction to be made in main run cabling together with 
termination boxes which, in turn reduce the number of connections 
and terminations co be made during installation, thereby 
improving reliability. 

The sensors used in the facility are primarily mechanically 
operated limit switches with some auxiliary systems for specific 
functions such as load monitoring; height or position concrol; 
radiatiou monitoring bused on electronic systems. The load 
monitoring is connected as an analogue input co Che processors 
and used for various concrol and interlock functions, whereas 
height and position signals are connected as digital inputs and 
processed as a binary count. 

The diversity of signal generation is achieved, where possible, 
by using different types md/or manufacturer of signal sensors; 
for example:- for height control there are two different types 
of encoders, one being absolute, the other incremental, each 
encoder being connected to a different channel. For a typical 
actuator operated drive, discrete limit switches are used which 
are operated by the final operating shaft, as are separate limit 
switches, these latter being integral with the actuator drive -
Che switches being connected to separate processor channels. 

The signals from operator desk mounted controls such as pushbuttons 
and controllers, are connected Co one channel only via a remote 
input/output base and then, using the communications link between 
main processors, transferred to Che second processor. 

The use of a processor based system for concrol purposes has 
enabled scandard operational features such as indicator lamp testing, 
alarm cescing and general plane monitoring co be included for 
operational and maintenance facilities all of which are software 
based rather Chan hard wired as in relay logic systems. 

The new plane facilicy is required co incerface wich other existing 
facilities such as the fuelling machine, gas blowdown system and 
the fuel storage pond. The specific functions of these are:-

The fuelling machine is used to transport irradiated fuel from 
storage cubes co Che dismantling facilicy(s). 

The gas blowdown and cooling system depressurises the refuelling 
machine and controls assembly cooling. 



The storage pond receives die individual fuel elements from this, 
or c^i original, facility for storage and final off-site despatch 
for re-processing. 

All the interfacing output signals are arranged to have 
volt-free contacts via output relays which are mounted 
within the controller suite. The interfacing input signals 
are arranged as vole-free contacts within their respective 
facility control cubicles to switch the new facility's 48v dc 
signals. 

To achieve final switching of heavy current devices, such as 
motors, actuators etc, a motor control centre is provided fully 
corapartmented and arranged to provide suitably rated dual 
contactors to achieve the reliability and integrity figures 
in line with the specified requirements. The two contactors 
for any particular drive are operated independently and 
simultaneously by their respective processor. Also a signal 
indicating the contactor operated condicion is provided as an 
input to the processor - this being used for parity checking. 

Two of the compartments are used for special functions and 
contain the equipment necessary to provide d.c. regenerative 
type drives. These drives are used for the grab hoist and 
platform functions, which are operationally required to achieve 
a high level of speed and position control. Independently 
adjustable controls are provided for acceleration and deceleration 
together with controls for current limit, overload and maximum 
and minimum speed settings. Outputs from these drive units are 
provided for remote diagnostic monitoring and are used in the 
main processors for control and indication/alarm purposes. 

To achieve the required speed and position control, the units 
have regenerative power converters consisting of two, 3 phase 
fully-controlled thyristor bridges, connected in anti-parallel, 
one always being supressed whilst the other conducts. These 
converters are used to control the speed and torque in either 
direction, for both the driving and braking modes. 

The platform drive unit see Fig 3 is also supplied with a O - IQv 
dc analogue signal, derived from the main processor, to provide 
operationally defined speed control. This enables speed matching 
to be achieved between the platform and the refuelling machine 
during dual mode operation, for the safe handling of the irradiated 
fuel stringer. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper has illustrated the advantages of utilising processors over 
'hard-wired' relay systems for the control and interlock functions of 
irradiated fuel dismantling. Also, practical as well as technical benefit 
is apparent since the manufacturing of the processor system is simplified 

||5 a n <* a s stated the space requirements are considerably reduced. 

5 List of Figures 

1 Basic arrangement of fuel stringer. 

2 Simplified arrangement of existing dismantling facility. 

3 Isometric view of upper cell. 

4 Isometric view of lower cell. 

5 Typical cubicle arrangement - existing facility, 
(relay/contactor system) 

6 Arrangement of cubii'le - new facility 
(p.l.c system) 

7 Basic block schematic diagram of complete system. 
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